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October 4, 2012 

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 

Good Morning Amanda.  It's great to be back with a new class on the blog this year. This is my 

1st period class and they are awesome! They have questions for you about the Red Fox, 

the Bald Eagle admitted Monday and the Broad winged Hawk # 12-1541  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Good morning everyone! And welcome!  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I shall do my best to answer ...  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class:  
Are you going to remove the bullets from the hawk's leg? (Hannah )  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
From the eagle? I'm not sure. Typically if the fragments are embedded in the muscle, they don't 

necessarily harm the bird -- the body sort of walls off the offending material. But if Dr. 

Dave and Dr. Rich decide to take the bird to surgery and see anything while they're in 

there, I imagine they'll pull it out!  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 

What are the consequences for shooting a bald eagle? Portia  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
If the person who shot the eagle was caught, they could face major fines or even jail time! I think 

it all depends on what the situation is (and if they shot more than one protected bird too) 

... but it's a pretty serious offense!  

 

Comment: 
I'm only on for a few minutes to say hello from Ehingen, Germany  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
All the way from Germany!  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class:  
Why did they take down the nest? I was looking forward to watching the eagle cam this school 

year! (Jakob)  
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I'm afraid the "why" may be too long to answer in a simple reply ... as the entire issue has been 

going on for quite a while now. I know it's a very sad and frustrating day for those who 

have been avid WVEC Eagle Cam watchers. As some of the viewers were saying earlier, 

we can hope that Dad Norfolk will find another spot and build another beautiful nest, and 

perhaps there will be an eagle cam again in the future!  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 

The eagle that was shot . Was it shot by a toy gun (BB Gun) or a REAL gun? (Ibrahim) and by 

what?  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I'm not an expert on ammunition, but what Dr. Rich was seeing on the radiographs (and what 

you can see on the eagle post!) doesn't appear to be BB's -- so remnants from a real gun!  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class:  
Is the red fox friendly to the rehabilitator, or did she have to put on equipment to handle it? 

(Brittany)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh she definitely wears some big protective gloves, and so do we when the fox comes in for its 

check-ups! It's very wild and ready to be away from humans!  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class:  
How often does a Red fox Mate? (Chad)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Breeding season is usually in the early part of the year -- for a few months from December-

March, usually (depends on the area). They'll have just one litter a year.  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 

Who found the red fox and how old was it? (Cameryn)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
It was a young fox -- since they are typically born in March in Virginia, it was probably about 

two months old at the time when it first came to the rehabber? It initially came to the 

rehabber, and then came to us when it was injured.  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class:  
Will u let the eagle go or will u keep it.? (matthew)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We hope it can be returned to the wild! That's always the goal with these patients. I hope we can 

plan for an eagle release after its recovery!  
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Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 

Is the broad winged hawk released from the wild life center? (Priya)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
No, the two Broad-winged Hawks that are on the other cam are still here -- but we do hope to 

release them later this month. So far, the feathers are looking good!  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class:  
How long will it take the fox to recover  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Fractured bones can be pretty serious injuries, but the fox should be back soon for a check-up -- 

and should be entirely healed, I would think! So that's been about 2 1/2 months since the 

initial injury.  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 

Does the Bald eagle really live 20-30 years (Manny)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yes! They can live quite a long time. We had a banded eagle here as a patient once that we 

released ... and we found out on release day that the bird was something like 28 years old. 

Amazing!  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 

When do you think the bald eagles will re-build their nest? (Marissa H.)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Very soon, I would think. It's getting to be that time of year ... so I would imagine they'd be 

scouting out some new nest locations. I know Junior, our resident Golden Eagle, is 

feeling that it's that time of year ... he's suddenly become VERY interested in all of the 

new sticks in his enclosure!  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class:  
How can you tell if an animal like the Red Fox has rabies when you find one? (Ace E.)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Good question. Rabies can be a really tricky thing -- sometimes animals with rabies can exhibit 

neurological symptoms -- meaning that they are stumbling around, having balance issues, 

just not really "right" -- and sometimes almost really friendly. They may also be very 

aggressive or may even do things like chew on their own paws. Or ... an animal with 

rabies may not yet be showing signs. The important thing to remember is not to pick up a 

mammal with bare hands -- always use some sort of protection if the animal is injured 

and needs help.  
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Sometimes people think that if you see a fox during the day, it must be rabid -- but that's not true 

... sometimes they are just out during the day, even though they are primarily nocturnal!  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 

When will the fox be realized back into the wild? Would it be able to survive alone? (Karina)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Soon, as long as the leg is healed! Yes, it will be able to survive by itself. Foxes will go through 

live prey training too -- kind of like what you see with the hawks and owls. Since foxes 

hunt small mammals, they need to practice that before being released!  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class:  
If the Broad Winged Hawk's feathers are broken, once again, when do you think it could be 

released back into the wild. (Husam)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
If it breaks the ones it has now? Well, if that's the case, we will have to overwinter the hawks. 

Since Broad-winged Hawks migrate to Central and South America at this time of year, 

we only have a few more weeks to get them out the door -- or else we'll have to keep 

them until spring, when the hawks return to Virginia.  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 

How old is the broad winged hawk? (Fabio)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Both of the Broad-winged Hawks are juveniles -- so hatched this year, in the spring. Just a few 

months old, really!  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class:  
Why do you think the airport took down the eagle nest if there was only one accident with those 

eagles (lily)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Airports usually try to keep birds of all sorts away from their runways. Bird strikes can be pretty 

dangerous -- you'd think something as big as a plane would be okay through that, but it 

can cause serious problems for the pilots who are trying to land the planes. I heard there 

was an issue in NY just yesterday with a plane and a bird strike; I guess they had to make 

an emergency landing.  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class:  
How old was the red fox when it was injured  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
It was injured in July -- so just a few months old! Usually they are born in March, so that would 

make the fox about four months old.  
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Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 

How much longer do you thing the bald eagle will be released  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
It may take quite a while -- I'm not sure if Dr. Dave and Dr. Rich talked yet, but if the eagle has 

to have surgery -- that can take a long time for the eagle to heal.  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
Is the hawk imprinted on humans?  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Nope, all of these hawks (on cam) came into the Wildlife Center either as adults or at the 

youngest (one of the Broad-wings) as fledglings -- meaning they already went through 

that imprinting period with their parents. So they essentially "know who they are!'  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
How old is the bald eagle that got his nest taken away? (Priya)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh my goodness ... some of the eagle cam watchers may have to remind me. I don't think anyone 

knows for sure, but they do know he's at least ... 12? 13? Something like that?  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class:  
What do you guys do with a lost feather of a Bald Eagle? (Ace E.)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We collect them and send them to the federal repository.  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
Thank you so much for spending time with us this morning, Amanda! Of course we want to 

know where watchers are from this morning!  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Thanks so much, guys!  

 

Comment: 
I am in class too in England - we are world -wide today!  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Impressive -- we have folks from Germany and England here this morning!  

 

Comment: 
Michigan  

 

Comment: 
Hi, Mrs Harris and Class. Greetings from Michigan. Have a wonderful day.  
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Comment: 
Good morning Mrs. Harris - I am very close to the WCV. Staunton, VA  

 

Comment from Mrs. Harris’s class: 
We'll see you next Tuesday with period 7!  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Wonderful!  

 

Comment: 
great questions! Have a great day kids! and Mrs.Harriss!! Texas here!!  

 

Comment: 
Great questions class!!!! They keep us on our toes!!!  

 

Comment: 
I've been away for a couple of weeks and have just recently been able to get online. I come back 

to see the new web site - very nice! Hello all.  

 

Comment: 
Morning class. Another Jerseyite here. Great questions today.  

 

Comment: 
I am in northwestern Vermont! Bye class, and thank you!  

 

Comment: 
Hi Outer banks in NC ( Kitty Hawk)  

 

Comment: 
Watching from central Ohio.  

 

Comment: 
Sorry forgot First in Flight Kitty Hawk NC.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And about 372 on this morning. A good turn out!  

 

Comment: 
New Hampshire, here...  

 

Comment: 
Amanda, I wanted to say that I love having the What's New right in the center of the page when I 

open the website.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Excellent! Thanks!  


